The system is a sort of smart RF synthesizer including important and essential components of a radio frequency low level control system. For this reason we have called it the ‘Low Level RF Box’ (LLRF-Box). On its own it represents half of a typical RF control system. The addition of the stabilization loops (amplitude, phase and tuning) and the control interlock complete the low level RF system. The figure on the right shows the application test carried out with one RF cavity of the k-800 superconducting cyclotron at INFN-LNS.

The LLRF-Box system sets frequency, amplitude and initial phase of the RF output. The turn-on operation modes can be set in automatic, manual and one-shot. The shape of the trapezoidal envelope signal can be modified in terms of step size, step duration and ramp slope. The pulse mode can be set in case of cavity conditioning. This digital upgraded version of the previous RF control system allows more freedom in setting and checking the protections and turn-on parameters.